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Everyday Plaey is a new range of self-assembly furniture by Plaey Workshop.  

For your Self, your Home, your Work, your Studio, for Life. 
Designed by Us. 
Made by You. 

The Everyday launch family; Stool, Bench and Magazine Rack. 

Plaey Workshop are excited to launch their first range of consumer furniture  
products, under the family of ‘Everyday Plaey’. The Everyday Plaey launch range  
includes a stool, bench and magazine rack. 

Everyday Plaey is a range of simple, affordable furniture products for your everyday 
life. It’s the first self-assembly range from Plaey Workshop, influenced by  
mid-century modern values on the accessibility of designed pieces for the home. As 
Plaey Workshop has previously focused on bespoke commissions for art galleries, 
interiors and independent shops - this is the first opportunity to own a Plaey design 
you can live with everyday.  



Each Everyday product is designed within a number and colour framework, made 
from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 elements. All furnitures pieces are made from birch plywood, with 
one bright colour of laminated plywood and valchromat. The furniture range arrives 
flat packed for self-assembly, and constructed by either simply slotting or screwing 
the parts together. 

Plaey worked closely with Studio Build, to collaboratively provide a framework and 
concept for the Everyday range. Studio Build developed the visuals to envelop the 
products, including a variant of the Plaey identity, graphic assets to explain they 
Everyday system, through to packaging stencils and assembly instructions. 

With more products in the pipeline, such as the Everyday plant stand and coffee ta-
ble following soon, the hope is to grow a furniture range that people can collect and 
add to. Plans also extend to creating unique limited edition versions of the Everyday 
range, collaborating with designers, print-makers and artists. 

Matt Kelly from Plaey Workshop said - 
“Everyday Plaey came about after discussing a framework to design Plaey products 
with Michael C Place from Studio Build. Initially we discussed making products from 
a limited number of elements - critically that these elements could be flat packed 
and easily assembled at home by the user.  This was a nice shift in my thinking 
process and forced me to develop how the elements could simply join and fit to-
gether. I’m enjoying this new way of working and how the principles are informing 
the designs.” 

Michael C Place from Studio Build said -  
Alongside working on the concept of Everyday Plaey with Matt we developed a sim-
ple identity system for the range. This graphic system sits comfortably with the mas-
ter Plaey brand, based around a more DIY/Self-assembly style. This DIY spirit mani-
fests itself in a ‘Stencil’ version of the brand elements, logo/logotype, packaging 
stencil. We also worked with Matt on some simple copy around the idea of the range 
too. Launch material was also produced to promote the Everyday Plaey concept us-
ing Instagram as the primary platform. 

Everyday Plaey is launching this week and available from www.plaey.co.uk/shop 

Product range designed by Plaey  
In collaboration/identity by Studio.Build 

About Plaey Workshop 

Plaey Workshop design and make modern, affordable modular furniture that com-
bines form, function and a sense of fun. There’s a reason they say ‘make’, not ‘manu-
facture’. It’s because the act of creating, and seeing where their curiosity takes them, 
is what they live for.  

http://www.plaey.co.uk/shop


Each piece is a celebration of simplicity that belies the craft, rigour and countless 
hours that went into it. Every detail, every line, every material has earned its place 
through countless iterations until it’s perfect.  

They appeal to people who share their passion for great design and a belief that fur-
niture can be an extension of their personality. They know that a home should have 
character, a workplace should inspire and the way to make any space warmer is to 
embrace your playful side.  

About Studio.Build 

Studio.Build is a creative studio. 
We help clients- big and small, from global to local- to tell the world what they do 
and what they offer, using visual and brand communication. 

Studio.Build has worked with some of the biggest global brands to help them en-
gage with their audiences. We’ve worked with Getty Images, Made.com, Google, 
Nike and Instagram– to name a few. We work with a host of smaller, independent 
clients too. To us, every client-big or small- is equally important. 

We are an internationally recognised agency, and have been featured in over 100 
publications worldwide. We’ve won awards, presented talks around the world and 
have been on judging panels of many international design awards too. 
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